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Shira Gill is a home organizing expert, author, speaker, and
founder of the #15minwin.
Her mission is to inspire people to clear physical and mental
clutter so they can reduce their environmental footprint,
create space for what they truly care about, and live
their best lives.
Over the past ten years, Shira has helped thousands of
clients all over the globe, and developed a process and a
toolkit that applies to anyone, regardless of their budget,
space, or lifestyle.

Company Mission
Working with Shira started the
most incredible cascade of
positives in my life, beyond my
wildest imagination. What a
gift to have this jump start to a
life with less clutter.
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The Book
Shira's step-by-step guide to transforming your home,
wardrobe, and life one small step at a time.
Broken into small, bite-sized chunks, Minimalista makes
it clear that if the process is fun and easy to follow,
anyone can learn the principles of editing and
organization.

Penguin Random House, Fall 2021
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Praise for Minimalista
"Minimalista is the holy grail for curating a minimal, functional and inviting home."
Lily Cameron, Author of Simply Sustainable, Founder of The Wild Minimalist

“Warm, funny, and direct, Shira builds you up while helping
you edit down to the best version of yourself.”

“Minimalista offers a fun, approachable framework for
functional minimalism -- one that we all need.”

Stacy London, NYT Best Selling Author, Television Personality

Christine Platt, Author of The Afrominimalist’s Guide to Living with Less

“This book is the resource, encouragement and inspiration
you need to create a home you love today, and keep you on
track in the future.”

“I have been on a personal journey to my own personal version of
minimalism for a few years and gained so much clarity and sense of
self on the way. Now I’ll know what book to recommend!”

Natalie Walton, Interior Stylist, Designer, and Bestselling Author

Garance Dore, NYT Best Selling Author of Love, Style, Life, Fashion Influencer

“Shira's approach will help you reframe what you buy and why
and then how to live alongside everything in your home in a way
that is honorable, liberating, and ironically, maximizing."

"Minimalista will help you find your dream home beneath the clutter.
This book is an indispensable guide for anyone who wants to pare
back to what is essential and let go of the rest."

Elise Loehnen, Author and Former Chief Content Officer at Goop

Laura Fenton, Author of The Little Book of Living Small
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Podcast Highlights

— THE LIFE COACH SCHOOL —

— BOLD NEW MOM —

— WELL WELL WELL —

— KATRINA UBELL —

Vital Changes

Organize Like A Pro

Overcoming Overwhelm

Declutter Your Life and Mind

— NATALIE WALTON —

— THE DESIGN YOU —

Edit Your Home, Life,
and Business

Embracing Minimalism

— THE WORKING MOTHERS MENTOR —

Simplify your Life

— THE FEMAILS —

Hack Your Productivity

Capabilities &
Collaborations
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